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‚ The seas between the arctic and antarctic circles, and

the poles, have been styled the ARCTIC and ANTARCTIC
OCEANS; the latter, indeed, being only a continuation of
the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian oceans; while,the Arctic
sea is partly embraced by continents, and receives many
important rvers,

EUROPE.

EUROPE is the most important division of the globe,
though it is the smallest. The temperature of the cli-
mate, the fertility of the soil, the progress of the arts and
sciences, and the establishment of a mild and pure religion,
render it eminently superior to the others,

It is divided into several powerful kingdoms and states;
of which Great Britain, France, Spain, Germany, and Rus-
sia are the principal.

The names of the chief nations of Europe, and their
capital cities, &amp;c, are as follow : —

Countries, Capitals. ‘ Countries, Capitals,
Sweden &amp; Norway. Stockholm France ‚Paris
Denmark . „....Copenhagen Spain .. ... Madrid
Russia .. «....Petersburgh Portugal ........0... Lisbon
Prussia ‚..........., Berlin Switzerland ......... Bern, &amp;e.
Austria . .....001, Vienna Italy ‚00... 4... Milan
Bavaria ..c:s.:.:00., Munich Etruria ..........0.. Florence

Wirtemburg........ Stutgard Papal States........ Rome
Saxony .......000000 1, Dresden Naples ............... Naples
England ‚.......,.... London Hungary ........0...Buda
Scotland ............. Edinburgh Bohemiß .cc:......,.. Prague
Ireland s....0......0., Dublin Turkey ... 0.0... Constantinople
Belgium s.......0.... Brussels GTeeCe a....000000401,Athens
Holland . +... Amsterdam Jlonian Isles.........Cefalonia.

ASIA.

TH0vGH, in the revolutions of times and events, Asia
has lost much of its original distinction, still it is entitled
to a very high rank for its amazing extent, for the richness
and variety of its productions, the beauty of its surface,
and the benignity of its soil and climate.

It was in Asia that the human race was first planted: it
was here that the most memorable transactions in Scrip-
ture history took place; and here the sun of science shot
its morning rays, but only to beam with meridian lustre on
Europe.

. The names of the principal Asiatic nations, and their
capital cities, are: —


